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AUSTRALIAN TURF CLUB
WELCOME
The 2020 Everest Carnival is set to revive
Sydney’s event calendar this spring, with seven
exciting weeks of Group 1 racing from September
19 across Royal Randwick and Rosehill Gardens,
featuring the famous Everest Day and Golden Eagle
Day.
While this year’s Carnival will be a first of its kind, with vigilant COVID safety
measures in place according to NSW Government Public Health Orders
including temperature checking on arrival, limited crowd movement, hand
sanitising options and routine cleaning of all venues, an elite dining and
raceday experience still awaits those choosing to be trackside this spring.
The popular Everest Carnival Fashion Lunch remains a pinnacle event in our
spring racing calendar, bringing Sydney’s fashion, lifestyle and race going
community together featuring Australian fashion designers, entertainment
and hospitality curated by BLACK Bar & Grill Award Winning Executive
Chef Dany Karam, giving the community something to look forward to
and celebrate on TAB Epsom Day, Saturday 3 October in The Ballroom of
Royal Randwick. We are delighted to introduce the Spring Fashion Runway
presented by Vogue Australia to the lunch. During the lunch, fundraising
activities including a raffle will raise much needed funds for the Sydney
Children's Hospitals Foundation, with prizes such a stunning $30,000 Cerrone
necklace up for grabs.
For those tuning in from the comfort of their homes, the raceday action will
be broadcast live and FREE on 7 Racing while we transform the popular
trackside fashion competition to a national digital format titled the Spring
Style Stakes, with exciting prizes for those who put their best fashion foot
forward whether on or off track this year!
Tickets are limited, so book now to enjoy this year’s Everest Carnival 2020.
Take care & all the best.

DIARY
DATES
FUJITSU GEORGE MAIN STAKES DAY
Saturday 19 September | Royal Randwick

DE BORTOLI WINES GOLDEN ROSE DAY
Saturday 26 September | Rosehill Gardens

TAB EPSOM DAY
Saturday 3 October | Royal Randwick

EVEREST CARNIVAL FASHION LUNCH
Saturday 3 October | Royal Randwick

MOËT & CHANDON SPRING CHAMPION STAKES DAY
Saturday 10 October | Royal Randwick

EVEREST DAY
Saturday 17 October | Royal Randwick

CITY TATTERSALLS CLUB CUP DAY
Saturday 24 October | Royal Randwick

GOLDEN EAGLE DAY
Saturday 31 October | Rosehill Gardens

CUP DAY
Tuesday 3 November | Rosehill Gardens

GOLDEN GIFT LADIES DAY
Corina Black
—
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ATC EXECUTIVE GENERAL MANAGER, COMMERCIAL

Saturday 7 November | Rosehill Gardens

—
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JACKET | SHIRT
Jack London
PA N TS
Zara
TIE | POCKET SQUARE
MJ Bale

TIMEPIECE
Longines
SHOES
Country Road

01.
GO BOLD

—
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Rose lapel, red

FUJITSU GEORGE
MAIN STAKES DAY

DRESS
Carla Zampatti

19 September

HEADPIECE
Nerida Winter

Bold colours paired with voluminous shapes are always
trending trackside for both females and males. Think
puffy sleeves and asymmetrical hemming for the women
and a bright statement jacket for the men. There is only
one rule here – let your creativity run wild and don’t be
afraid to take risks.

TIMEPIECE
Longines

EARRINGS
Swarovski
SHOES
Zara

—
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02.
POWER PLAY
TAB EPSOM DAY

Rose lapel, white

3 October
Be a force to be reckoned with and take power-dressing
to the next level by opting for a double-breasted suit in
a bold colourway to wear trackside. Don’t be afraid to
mix trends with this look and pair your power suit with a
traditional headpiece to truly turn heads.

SUIT
Ralph Lauren
HEADPIECE
Neil Grigg
BAG
Oroton

—
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SHOES
Charles + Keith

—
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C O MP L E T E LO O K
J a c k L on d on
S HO E S
C ou nt r y Roa d

03.
RECYCLED RUNWAY

Rose lapel, pink

MOËT & CHANDON SPRING
CHAMPION STAKES DAY
10 October
Sustainability is always in fashion, and
this year we encourage all racegoers to
incorporate a pre-loved item into your
racewear look. Go shopping in your own
wardrobe and find fun and new ways to
bring to life a look worn previously. There are
so many ways to be creative here and save
your pretty pennies.
Stand out from the crowd by adding a showstopping head piece, alter your favourite
maxi into a midi-dress, or change up your
accessories from minimal and monochrome
to bold and bright.

—
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DRESS
Zimmerman from 'Pre Loved Closet'
HEADPIECE
Ann Shoebridge
BAG
Oroton

SHOES
YSL @ Yoox
TIMEPIECE
Longines

—
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SPRING

SHARE YOUR STYLE FOR A CHANCE TO

YOUR UNRIVALLED
EXPERIENCE AWAITS
We invite you back to indulge
in award-winning trackside
hospitality across our four
Sydney venues. Whether
you’re entertaining valued
clients, looking to connect with
the who’s who in Australian
business, society or sport,
or simply celebrating in
elevated style – your unrivalled
experience awaits.
Visit AustralianTurfClub.com.au
—
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WIN
$2.5K CASH
PLUS ADDITIONAL PRIZES TO BE WON
Spring Style Stakes is open Australia-wide.

FEMALE & MALE WINNER
WILL BE SELECTED EACH DAY
Fujitsu George Main Stakes Day, September 19
Moët & Chandon Spring Champion Stakes Day, October 10
Everest Day, October 17
Golden Eagle Day at Rosehill Gardens on October 31

ENTERING IS SIMPLE!

Snap your photo or video at the track or celebrating
raceday from home – we suggest video to best
showcase your full outfit and upload to

THERACES.COM.AU/STYLESTAKES

—
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TIE
DYE.
"This is a trend of the moment and I’ve
seen it being weaved into everything
from loungewear to accessories – I
can’t wait to see how this comes to life
trackside!"

VINTAGE
FINDS.
"Pairing something old with something
new can work wonders for your overall
look - and then just add something blue
for Everest Day!"

BRIGHT
& BOLD.
—
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"Inject some colour into 2020 with a
colourful curation – block colours never
go out of fashion, so let the colour of the
rainbow be your inspiration."

JESS PECORARO'S
TRACKSIDE
STYLING TIPS
ATC OFFICIAL STYLIST
@jess_pecoraro
Jess, pictured below, shares her top
racewear fashion tips to make sure
you are looking your best either on or
off-the-track this season:

1
2
3
4
5

"Your entire outfit does not need
to be straight off the runway – pair
pre-loved favourites from your
wardrobe with key trending pieces.
Vintage finds are always in fashion
and we will be seeing sustainable
trends continue to come to the
forefront in event dressing.
Don’t be afraid to stand out of the
crowd – the races are all about
making a statement, whether
that is with bold millinery, bright
colours or voluminous shapes.
Forget traditional fashion rules as
the more fun you can have with an
outfit, the better!
Invest in pieces that you will rewear for years to come – think
classic silhouettes in luxe fabrics
and conservative patterns that will
pass the test of time and can be
restyled in a multitude of ways.
These can then be dressed up or
down and will become a real staple
in your event wardrobe and could
even transcend into your everyday
dressing.
Remember, you don’t need to
spend a lot of money to create a
high-end look. Get creative and
look at hiring an outfit from one
of Sydney’s many designer rental
platforms – a great solution for
those who often only wear an
outfit once.
Most importantly, ensure that the
styling is a true showcase of you!
Let your unique personality shine
through trackside and don’t forget
to pair it with a smile and a glass of
bubbly."

—
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TOP
TIPS.
1.

"If using an additional
highlighter, remember the races is
in day light, so avoid over sparkly
metallic textures. If posting to social
media, angle your face toward the
natural light to showcase this glow
to camera"

MICHAEL BROWN'S EYES
TRACKSIDE
BEAUTY ADVICE
ATC BEAUTY EXPERT
@mbrown_beauty
Michael, pictured below, shares his
beauty tips. Whether you’re joining the
races on or off track, these beauty tips
and tricks will help your look go the
distance. From long lasting makeup to
working the natural light to showcase
your beauty looks at home, take these
notes as inspiration and step into
spring with a fresh perspective.

2. "A metallic liner makes this

effect so much more interesting
and contrasting for the eyes.
It's a great way to highlight or
compliment your fashion attire,
especially if you're entering the
virtual spring Style Stakes"

HAIR

3.

4.

—
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LIPS

Spring racing is
definitely a celebration of
colour, but be sure to not let
colour take over your entire
look. If your outfit is more
neutral, dress it up with a bold
lip colour. But if you're already
wearing a colour or busy
pattern, compliment it with just
a hint of colour to the eye or
lip and blend any excess on the
apple of the cheek.
Think of hair as a
‘finisher’ of your entire look and
overall framing. If your millinery
is large then keep hair simple to
create balance and if small, then
try a more styled look. Wearing
your hair down is a great spring
look, but try a side part, or tuck
hair behind your ears to show
off the face and headwear.

"Moisturising lip balm, textured
lipsticks and lip oils are a big trend
and perfect for light pops of colour
and a great texture for long-wear
race days"

"Try using less hairspray which
can dry hard and not wear well over
time. Instead, try dry texture spray
which gives minimal hold so hair
can move freely, yet look textured
and defined, especially for waves"

Coloured liners are
a big trend right now and
perfect for spring. Keep your
shadow bases neutral and apply
a coloured liner to the inner
& central eyelid in a tone that
compliments your outfit and
smudge it up with a brush to lift,
pop and bond to your eyelid for
great staying power.

"

"SKIN
It's important to prep
skin for long-wear makeup days, but

most importantly keeping the face
balanced. Use a blurring mattifying
primer through the T-zone to control
excess shine, then dab face oil onto the
cheekbones, before foundation, for a
fresh skin glow.

—
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SUIT
Zara
SHIRT
MJ Bale
TIE + POCKET SQUARE
Jack London

SHOES
Country Road
TIMEPIECE
Longines

DRESS
Alice McCall
HEADPIECE
Nerida Winter
BAG + EARRINGS
Swarovski

SHOES
Max Mara
TIMEPIECE
Longines

04.
FEMININE FLORALS
EVEREST DAY

Rose lapel, white

17 October

—
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Nod to tradition and amp up the femininity this season, with
flowing florals and romantic tones for women and tailored
suits in navy tones for the men. This is the perfect trend to
take on for the Everest Day and don’t forget to incorporate a
touch of blue for the pinnacle race day of the spring.

—
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T UX E D O | S H I RT | B O W-T I E
MJ Bale
SHOES
Country Road
TIMEPIECE
Longines

05.
GOLDEN RAYS
GOLDEN EAGLE DAY

Rose lapel, yellow

31 October

—
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Go glam for the Golden Eagle and seek inspiration
from the past to bring this look to life. Channel a
little bit of the 70’s with longer hem lines, metallic
accessories and opt for a silk turban as opposed
to classic millinery for your head piece. For the
gents, a classic tux jacket paired back with a
simple shirt and classic bow-tie will land you
styling points.

—
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DRESS
Rebecca Vallance
TURBAN + BAG
YSL @ Cosette
SHOES
Billini

—
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MEET SYDNEY'S
LEADING MILLINERS
VIKTORIA NOVAK

@viktorianovak
"2020 has most definitely been
one of the most challenging years
since I launched my brand in 2006.
Although initially there were feelings
of uncertainly, I have taken this
opportunity to elevate my core
purpose. I'm feeling confident and
excited to go back to my roots.
Now more than ever, people are more
self-aware of their shopping habits and
are proactively opting to support local
and Australian made.
This gives me confidence in the
personalised experiences I offer clients
who are desiring bespoke millinery
designs in a safe private environment,
where I continue to design and
handcraft each and every piece.
More recently, I have been inspired
by my love of nature and indoor plant
collection. One of my favorite flowers
is the hydrangea as I love the colour
variations and have created a millinery
piece called Hydrangeas Garden,
which features lilac fabric flowers.

NEIL GRIGG

@neilgriggmillinery
"What a year 2020 has been. The
horses have kept racing throughout,
but for those out of the saddle, it's
been a true challenge. However, with
Everest Carnival upon us, it gives us
creative types something to cheer
about!
With my latest collection ready to
launch and the growing need for
masks, I started to experiment with
fashion forward face shields – which
have garnered international attention
and a home at both The Powerhouse
Museum and the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Sydney.
Although face masks and shields are a
growing part of my business, millinery
is and always will be my first love – I
can’t wait to see feathers and colour
come together this Spring, with bright
winged fascinators fluttering trackside,
as you’ll see featured in this Style
Guide on TAB Epsom Day.”

I individually hand paint each flower
to give it a unique finishing touch.
This piece remains timeless and is
the perfect choice for a delicate
understated fresh spring look
complementing a feminine dress.”

—

—
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ANN SHOEBRIDGE

@annshoebridge
“As a creative, 2020 has been tough,
however I’m an optimist and change
brings a new direction. The limitations
on event dressing has brought
new opportunities to explore fresh
headwear looks for the home or online
Zoom party.
It’s about simplicity with a sharp
simple scarf in a casual will or
more glamorous organza - a great
option to hide those unruly locks.
A sophisticated, demure headband
paired with sleek hair can also
transition for various occasions such
as the races, dinner party or even an
online date.
Ann Shoebridge Millinery continues
to produce custom designs for clients
and over the past few months has seen
an increased demand for turbans and
wraps.
To align with the current climate,
I have also launched a diffusion
line called Studio Ann Shoebridge.
Elegant, colourful and playful Studio
Ann Shoebridge offers affordable
headwear in carefully designed
sophisticated styles.
The pink bow (pictured left) featured
in the Style Guide is a chic, easy
to wear bow from Studio Ann
Shoebridge, which was inspired by
Catherine Deneuve’s timeless look.”

NERIDA WINTER

@neridawinter
"2020 has certainly provided
challenges for us all, but it has also
given us the rare gift of time to
prioritise what’s really important to us,
allowing us to reimagine our roles and
purpose. The current landscape has
highlighted our need to support local
and celebrate all that is Australian, as
well as provide a perfect platform to
grow and adapt our businesses locally.
In my case, I have swiftly pivoted and
relocated to Neridawinter.com with a
new range launching in mid-September
and am making exciting plans to form
new local collaborations and execute
future pop-up experiences on home
soil.
The Nerida Winter 2020 Spring/
Summer racing collection revolves
around the return to high glamour
wide brim hats, that double as fabulous
social distancing tools - its the bigger
the better this season!
Racing is a magical collision of sport
and style so I’m really looking forward
to seeing the power and influence
fashion has at this year’s Everest
Carnival. I truly believe fashion has
the ability to inspire us and provide
escapism in times of uncertainty."

—

—
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MEDIA & PR ENQUIRIES
AUSTRALIAN TURF CLUB
Kieran Debney (Kate & Co. PR Senior Account Manager)
kieran@kateco.com.au
0420 363 533
Jennifer Norris (Kate & Co. PR Senior Account Manager)
jennifer@kateco.com.au
0423 362 657
Sarah Peatling (Australian Turf Club PR Manager)
speatling@australianturfclub.com.au
0415 483 750

TheRaces.com.au
@atc_races
#FunOnTrack #RoyalRandwick #RosehillGardens

